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ABSTRACT

Tagging environments have become an interesting topic of
research lately, focused mainly on clustering approaches, in
order to extract emergent patterns that are derived from tag
similarity and involve tag relations or user interconnections.
Apart from tag similarity, an interesting parameter to be an-
alyzed during the clustering/mining process in such data is
the actual time that each tagging activity occurred. Indeed,
holding a temporal dimension unfolds macroscopic and mi-
croscopic views of tagging, highlights links between objects
for specific time periods and, in general, lets us observe how
the users’ tagging activity changes over time. In this article,
we propose a time-aware user/tag clustering approach, which
groups together similar users and tags that are very “active”
during the same time periods. Emphasis is given on using
varying time scales, so that we distinguish between clusters
that are robust at many time scales and clusters that are some-
how occasional, i.e. they emerge, only at a specific time pe-
riod.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of Web 2.0, tagging practices constitute a col-
lective fashion of metadata creation, which, especially in the
case of digital content retrieval, is very important. As more
and more people have supported this surge, tagging provides
a rich knowledge source to study social patterns and emergent
drifts/ directions in the web user community. Further, the fact
that tags are applied on a daily basis gives this data source
an extremely dynamic nature that reflects the changes and the
evolution of community focus. Therefore, a temporal analy-
sis of tag data may provide insight regarding a topic or trend
evolution over time at a macroscopic level or a microscopic
level.

While there has been substantial research on overcoming
tags’ limitations (such as ambiguities, synonym words, etc)
and analyzing tag patterns to infer information about the user
community, most of the current approaches rely on a static
basis ([1, 2]) and there is a limited number of efforts that
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study the evolution and dynamics in tagging activities, by us-
ing an explicit temporal dimension. Existing approaches, in
this area, employ statistical methods on tags’ time distribu-
tions, to identify emerging trends or events of interest ([3, 4]).
The same kind of analysis may be also utilized for extract-
ing tags’ dynamics models and apply them on tag suggestion
techniques [5]. The idea of analyzing temporal tagging pat-
terns to induce time-aware user profiles was first introduced
in [6]. However the analysis in this approach was based on
predefined timeframes.

In this paper, we use time-aware co-clustering to analyze
tagging data and obtain groups of like-minded users as ex-
pressed through their tagging activity. Clustering has been
widely used in social tagging systems to support several ap-
plications, like information retrieval, providing recommenda-
tions, or the establishment of user profiles and the discovery
of topics. However unlike other approaches, here we stress
the importance of temporal information embedment in tag-
ging data analysis. The work was inspired by the fact that,
in practice, users exhibit varying tagging behavior at different
timescales (e.g. on a yearly, monthly or daily basis). More-
over, clustering digital objects by time can be applied suc-
cessfully for event detection [7]. Therefore, the consideration
of time, along with tags preferences is substantial in cluster-
ing, since, in fact, the time in which users perform certain
tagging activities is a crucial criterion for characterizing their
particular needs and preferences. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. In the next section a detailed analysis
of the proposed approach is given, including similarity mea-
sures and pseudocode-description of the proposed algorithm.
Evaluation using a Flickr dataset is presented in Section 3. In
Section 4 some conclusions and future work are discussed.

2. CAPTURING USER/TAG TIME-AWARE
PATTERNS

2.1. Problem Formulation

The fact that most times the tagging activity of a user ex-
presses the user’s personal viewpoint and interests reveals an
interconnection between users and tags. This poses a duality
between user and tag clustering. Such a problem was dis-
cussed in [8], where the idea of co-clustering simultaneously



items of different datasets was proposed. To this end, here,
we use a co-clustering method that yields a series of clus-
ters, each of which contains a set of users together with a set
of tags. The cluster assignment is defined by aSimilarity
function, that analyzes tagging activity patterns and searches
for commonalities. More specifically, co-clustering users and
tags based on tagging activity patterns is faced as a twofold
problem that: i) deals with the tags preferences, and ii) iden-
tifies the temporal patterns involved in the tag usage assign-
ment. Thus, the proposed algorithm should address the above
two criteria in theSimilarity function.

The first track of the problem involves the similarity be-
tween a user and a tag in a conceptual framework. Thus, for a
tag and a user to be considered as highly similar, it is a prereq-
uisite that the user has used this particular tag or another one
semantically close to it. To calculate this kind of similarity
between a userux and a tagty (called, hereafter, asSemantic
Similarity, SeS), we use the WordNet lexicon, as follows:

SeS(ux, ty) = max
tz

2× depth(LCS)

[depth(
−→
tz ) + depth(

−→
ty )]

, (1)

∀tz assigned byux, wheredepth(
−→
tx ) is the maximum path

length from the root to
−→
tx andLCSis the least common sub-

sumer of
−→
tx and

−→
ty [9].

The second track of the problem examines the time lo-
cality between a user’s tagging behavior and a tag’s usage
patterns. The goal here is to bring together users and tags
that have similar usage patterns over time. To this end, we
divide the entire time period intoI sequential timeframes of
sizeτ and examine the patterns of each user and each tag in
each of the underlying timeframes. In our analysis, we use
the vector-space model for a user’sux and a tag’sty temporal
representation, as follows:

ux = [ux1, ux2, . . . , uxI ], x = 1, . . . , U,

ty = [ty1, ty2, . . . , tyI ], y = 1, . . . , T,

whereuxj andtyj are the number of tags userux has assigned
and the number of times the tagty has been used, respectively,
during the timeframej, j = 1, . . . , I. By calculating the in-
ner product between aux vector and aty vector, we obtain the
similarity between the two vectors, which corresponds to the
temporal locality of the specified user and tag (called, here-
after, asTemporal Similarity, TeS). Thus,

TeS(ux, ty) =
∑I

k=1 uik · tjk√∑I
k=1 u2

ik ·
∑I

k=1 t2jk

, (2)

Emphasis is given on capturing time locality at varying time
scales for tracking clusters that are occasional (i.e. exist only
at specific time-scale analysis) and clusters that are regular
and robust at many time scales. To achieve this, we experi-
ment with various values ofτ .

The total similarity between a userux and a tagty is esti-
mated by considering both their semantic and temporal simi-
larities (Equations 1,2) as follows:

Similarity(ux, ty) = SeS(ux, ty) · TeS(ux, ty)

The values ofSimilarity function between each of theu
users andt tags are then used ro formu × t table Sim as
follows:

Sim(x, y) = Similarity(ux, ty),

wherex = 1, · · · , u andy = 1, · · · , t.

2.2. Time-aware Co-clustering Algorithm

Co-clustering extends traditional spectral clustering algorithms
for grouping together elements from different data sources
([8]). This idea was applied in a web 2.0 environment, in [10]
for obtaining joint groups of tags and resources, to improve
retrieval of resources by exploiting their relation to tags. An-
other approach for using spectral clustering, still in web 2.0
context, is presented in [11], for capturing the three dimen-
sions in social tagging data (i.e. tags, users and resources)
and combining multiple values of similarity to get groups of
related items.

Algorithm 1 TheCO-CLUSTERINGalgorithm.
Input: The setU of u users and the setT of t tags over a

time periodT and an integerk
Output: Multiple setsC = {C1, . . . , Ck} of k subsets con-

sisting of elements from bothU andT , that have the same
patterns at the underlying timeframe durationτ .

1: /*Preprocessing*/
2: U∗ = Preprocess(U)
3: T ∗ = Preprocess(T )
4: /*Capturing similarities at different time-scales*/
5: for τ in [1, T] do
6: TeS= CalculateTemporalSimilarity(U∗, T∗, τ)
7: SeS= CalculateSemanticSimilarity(U∗, T∗)
8: Sim= TeS• SeS
9: /*Co-clustering process*/

10: (Du, Dt) = ComputeDegreeTables(Sim)
11: NSim= D

−1/2
u SimD

−1/2
t

12: (Lu, Rt) = SVD(NSim)
13: SV= CreateIntegratedTable(Du, Dt, Lu, Rt)
14: C = k −means(SV, k)
15: end for

Here, we employ the method presented in [10] and use the
similarity matrix,Sim to yield time-awarek−partitionings of
users and tags. As it has been proven in [8], thek left and right
singular vectors of an appropriately scaled similarity matrix
NSim = D

−1/2
u SimD

−1/2
t provide a real approximation to

thek−partitioning problem. TheDu andDt are the diagonal
degree tables of users and tags respectively. LetLu denote
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(a) time-aware user/tag co-clustering
using semantic and temporal dimensions
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(b) static user/tag co-clustering
using only semantic dimension
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(c) user/tag co-clustering
using only temporal dimension

Fig. 1. Clusters’ semantic and temporal coherence evaluation (darker blocks indicate more coherent clusters.)

the u x k table of the left singular vectors andRt the t x k
table of the right singular vectors ofSim table. In order to
perform a simultaneous clustering ofui, i = 1, . . . , u, and
tj , j = 1, . . . , t, elements, we create the(u + t) x k two
dimensional tableSVdefined as:

SV=

[
D
−1/2
u Lu

D
−1/2
t Rt

]

Running a typical clustering algorithm onSV results ink
clusters containing elements from both users and tags sets. A
pseudocode description of the approach is presented above.

In the first step of theCO-CLUSTERINGalgorithm, a data
preprocessing (line 2) takes place where a filtering of the tags
is applied. More specifically, many users have the tagging
habit to merge many tags into one single word, resulting, thus,
into numerous meaningless compound terms. To tackle this,
we analyze such terms and decompose them into their con-
stituent elements-tags. After this metadata decomposition, we
remove rare elements (users or tags), since typically such ob-
jects are considered trivial in tagging data analysis. The pre-
processing step results intoU∗ andT ∗ sets of users and tags,
respectively. Then, an iterative process occurs (lines 5-15), at
each step of which we obtain ak−partitioning ofU∗ andT ∗

for a specific value ofτ , i.e. at a particular time-scale (e.g.
on daily, monthly scale, etc), based on the analysis that was
described earlier. Each iteration finalizes with thek obtained
clusters which contain both users and tags that have similar
usage patterns over time at the current timescaleτ (line14).

3. EXPERIMENTATION

We tested our method on a Flickr dataset of 1218 users, 6764
photos, and 2496 unique tags that span in a time period from
Sep. 2007 to Sep. 2008. To demonstrate the compactness
of the clusters in terms of semantic and temporal cohesion,
we visualize the clusters by reordering the similarity matrix,
so that same cluster entities are contiguous (in rows and in
columns). The darker the coloring of a cellc(i, j) where
1 6 i, j 6 U + t the more similar the objects at position
(i, j) are. Thus, clusters appear as symmetrical dark squares

across the main diagonal. We conducted experiments grav-
itating semantic or temporal similarity or considering both
of them equally, for various values ofk and τ . In Figure
1 we indicatively present the clustering outline fork = 7
and τ = 10, in three different cases. Particularly, the plot
shown in (a) depicts the reordered similarity matrixSim, af-
ter applying the proposed time-aware co-clustering, the plot
shown in (b) depicts the reordered similarity matrixTeS, af-
ter applying a semantic based clustering, and the plot shown
in (c) depicts the reordered similarity matrixSeS, after apply-
ing a time based clustering. It can be seen that the proposed
method succeeds in finding dark rectangles across the diag-
onal, which indicates that the proposed similarity function
guides the clustering process to the identification of coherent
clusters in terms of both temporal and semantic dimensions
(a). The compactness deteriorates a lot, in case we omit one
dimension, as shown in (b), in which we omit the temporal
dimension and visualize the temporal locality in clusters ob-
tained by semantic-based clustering, and in (c), that depicts a
semantic similarity visualization in time-based clustering i.e.
the semantic dimension is not considered in the clustering.

Next, we want to show the impact the timeframe’s size
has on the clustering and we experimented with various val-
ues ofτ . It is a fact that users’ tagging behavior changes over
time for a number of reasons, such as changing of interests,
commenting on specific events, following trends, etc. More-
over, the tags’ popularity may increase in specific timeframes,
during which the tag expresses a current trend, and decrease
in other timeframes, during which the trend starts to vanish.
Therefore, changing the values ofτ results in clusters of dif-
ferent memberships. More specifically, the outcome of our
analysis is that by choosing small values ofτ (e.g. 1, 10,
30, that is daily up to monthly timeframes), we extract occa-
sional user interests. This kind of analysis may be exploited
for event tracking or detection of ephemeral trends. On the
other hand, larger values forτ unfold users’ regular interests
and matters that are of concern to the user community on a
long-term basis. Table 1 depicts user/tag co-clustering assign-
ments for 2 indicative users, for varying values ofτ .

Further, integrating the temporal dimension in the mining
process allows us to catch the users’ traces in the web, accord-
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(a) Olympics cluster in June 2008
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(b) Olympics cluster in July 2008
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(c) Olympics cluster in August 2008

Fig. 2. Olympics 2008 clusters at different time periods.

Table 1. Clusters’ Assignment for varying values ofτ .

User τ = 30 τ = 100

User1 olympics2008, bei-
jing, flame, opening
ceremony

ancientgreece, acrop-
olis, parthenon, ar-
chaeology, ancient-
civilizations

User2 earthquake, china,
disaster, ruin,
disasterassistancere-
sponseteam

wedding organizing,
party

ing to their tagging activity, and, at the same time, visualize
the groups’ evolving and changing. To do so, we represent
a tagging environment as a network, where the nodes corre-
spond to users or tags and the links denote that a user has as-
signed a tag. Figure 2 shows a cluster obtained forτ = 30 on
3 different timeframes, June 2008 (a), July 2008 (b), August
2008 (c). The active/inactive nodes and links denote the pres-
ence/absence of activity in each specific timeframe. The clus-
ter includes users and tags related to topics such asancient
greeceandolympics. The massive tagging activity on Aug
2008 aboutOlympicsis due to the Olympics 2008 event that
attracted Olympics-friends to comment on it, through tags.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Changing patterns in networks over time show how networks
form, grow and wane. By understanding such patterns in tag-
ging networks, we can derive the potential causes and conse-
quences of change and predict network evolution. In this pa-
per, a time-aware co-clustering approach was presented that
allows the extraction of such patterns, along with the ability
to distinguish between users’ regular and occasional interests.
A more automatic analysis for defining the timeframe size,τ ,
is part of our future work.
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